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has a vitreous or earthy lustre. If the gangue also’ has metallic 
lustre or two minerals, such as the sulphides of lead and zinc 
occur together, the problem of differential floltation arises. This 
problem cannot be sa.id to be yet completely sollved. When the 
valuable metal is combined with oxygen alone or with oxygen 
and carbon or silicon, giving oxides, carbonates, or silica,tes, the 
so-called oxidized ores, another unsolved problem arises, so far 
as flotation is con,cerned, although some successful experiments 
on such oses ,have been reported. We may expect to see both of 
these problems so’lved in the not-too-distant future. 

Some Large-Scale Experiments Imitating the Craters of the 
Moon. HERBERT E. IVES. (Astrophys. Jour., Nov., IgIg.)-On the 
surface of the moon are features consisting of circular rings of the 
material of this body, elevated above its surface and surrounding 
level floors higher than the surrounding lunar surface. Small peaks 
often rise from these floors. Volcadc action and the ‘impact of 
meteorites have both been invoked to explain the presence of 
these craters. 

At Langlev Field, Virginia, during the war, craters were made 
by the explosion of bombs dropped from airplanes. Photographs 
01 these iaken from airplanes -;ery closely resemble photographs 
of the lunar craters. The central surrounding wall, the central peak 
and radiating streaks all are there. The similarity extends even to 
overlapping craters. Could explosions have caused the lunar craters ? 
To the earth’s atmosphere come meteors with velocities ranging from 
16 to 64 kilometres per sec. These sometimes become incandes- 
cent and burst with loud reports. Owing to the protection afforded 
by the envelope of air they rarely pit the surface of the earth. The 
moon, however, has no atmosphere. A meteor, travellting with the 
lowest speed given above and with an assumed specific heat of .2, 
would be raised to a temperature of 15,oo~“C. upon colliding with 
the surface of the moon, even if nine-tenths of the heat developed 
were given up to the surroundings. This high temperature would turn 
any substance into a gas at once and would be the equivalent of an 
explosion. The crater is thus not the result’ of the direct impact of 
the meteor upon the lunar surface but of the consequent develop- 
ment of gas. The angle of incidence of the meteors is of small 
moment. Though they bombarded the moon from different directions 
the craters formed did not register those directions since they were 
thrown up by the outrush o’f gas. 
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